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Man was way up there in space, and
4e did not find any god. And of course we know now that if just the part of the

space that we can see iith our $' telescope. It is just that part of the space that-

it is considered to be/ as big as this room from the front there to back there.
pepro

It is considered to be that/portion of the distance that man has been able to

go would not be ... would be less than an 4neh- eighth of an 1ncropoftion.

We have ;not begun the exploration q/ of space. We started out w4th something
et planets

toward Mars, the nearest plaz, and the other plants atkd- are hundred s-e-tImes

as far away-from-t--Me7-Ø- from Mars. The other susn are million times as
as

far away/from Mars. And the other galaxies are billion times as far away a.

but we started one up toward the Mars.., someone is yet to go there, but

and man in his petty pride thinks he has corq uered the space,, thinks that

he is able to control the universe. Because the artificial lights seem to me
and shut out

to shut out the sun, /the lights of the stars.., and because of the new telescope

and the things that he has learned about them,.., about the heavens, but

God has made them , and so as we look t the science, at the facts cf science,

if we look at the world as we have learned more and more about it, if we

look at it in a reasonable way, we truly can say that, as the psalmist sed-,-- did,

the heavens declare the glofy of God; and the firmament shewth--eTheth his

handy work. There is one part of the Bible where this particular matter is

stressed more than f almost anywhere else. And that is in the chapter of

Isaiah, from Isaiah 41. If you look at that section from Isaiah 40 on to 56,

you will find a section in which the prophet Isaiah looks forward 4e-the-- 150

years the time when the Israelites would be there in exile, and you look forward

to that time and to them longing to be delivered from the exile, and you look
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